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A FLAKY PROBLEM
F. Johnson, D Weisser and R. Elliman
Electronic Materials Engineering
Australian National University
Canberra, Australia
The diagnosis of low cup 1 current on the EME 1.7 MV 5SDH-4 Implanter took an unexpected flaky
turn after the source and lens section was rebuilt. This report will go through the analysis of the low
current problem and the eventual solution of removing a 15 year build up of flakes in the 90 degree
analysing magnet.

Questions:[27:10]
John McKay (retired): That black dust looks very familiar. I think it was in the Chalk River machine
we saw that. Measuring the impedance of the material in the tires, we found that the resistance was
going up. I think that it is little bits of carbon fibre in there that is forming the conducting material and
we wondered if they were getting broken up. We solved the problem by putting the side rims back on. I
was going to ask Greg, that little square groove in the bottom of the tire; isn't that an artifact from a
very early contact system
Greg Norton (NEC): We have been fussing with the width of the groove over the past few years. It is
now about twice as wide as you are showing here. It is not and artifact, is something that is needed.
???? : What is your regular term between openings and cleanings and when you are cleaning inside the
tank, chains etcetera, do you have any special observations how this dust and dirty stuff is developing
with time?
Johnson: I think that our openings have been at a frequency of eighteen months to two years. To my
knowledge, I don't believe that the terminal section has been pulled down before. We might have run
the chains in air and looked at them. As far as the dust goes, a lot of that yellowish-brown dust is from
SF6 and we reckon that the black dust is from the carbon wheels. And the chains are circulating in such
a direction that they would blow them off in that way, but I don't think that we have observed as dark
as that in previous openings.
David Weisser (ANU): I agree with your idea that we should have seen something earlier. With these
NEC machines, it is amazing how well they run in the condition that they get into. There was a chain
chopping through aluminum the whole time and really, when the experiment had a little bit of trouble,
if we had looked in the windows we would have seen discharges six month ago or longer. With all this
nonsense going on inside the machine, it didn't really interfere with operation.
Scott Daniel (Brigham Young University): Can you tell me about the corona current and burns? Did
you notice before you changed your needles, any instabilities in the machine with these needles in there
for fifteen years?
Johnson: No, those needles had been in there for about eighteen months. The previous time, the
discharge was quite localized and corresponded with the needles and there wasn't the extended shadow
positioning that were around there. So it was different to the previous time. They were the same type of
needles and they were set to the same distance apart so we were at a little bit of a loss to explain why
the difference between this time and eighteen months ago.
Jeff Ashenfeldter (Yale University): We've had the shims on the conductive rims for many years and
that was to cut down on the erosion of the edges. Also we have experienced the same thing with source
magnet and the inflector magnet. We open it up and clean it maybe every five of six years. We have the
same amount of deposits and it looks very similar to what you see.
End of questions
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Implanters and analysis systems
High Energy – 1.7 MV NEC four chain 5SDH-4 Pelletron
1990
Low Energy – 150 kV
1995
RBS – 1.7 MV NEC single chain 5SDH Pelletron
2000

High Energy Implanter - NEC 5SDH-4

HE Ion Source Cage

SNICS II Ion Source
(Source of Negative Ions by Caesium Sputtering)

Courtesy NEC webpage

Issue was low beam current – cathode current ok

Low beam current problem 1
 Cathode short?
 Source flanges swapped
 Still low beam current – cathode
current ok
 Power supplies checked ok
 Source removed and checked
 Low beam current – problem
persists
 Lens section stripped down and
cleaned
 Lens resistors checked ok
 Low beam current – problem
persists

Low beam current problem 2
 Source accelerator tube 150 Mohm
resistors checked
 A new charge of caesium was loaded
 Low beam current – problem persists
 head scratching time!
 Source was removed and a new cathode
nut installed
 Low beam current – problem persists
 A new ioniser was wound and a new
ioniser face installed
 Cathode nut and components lightly
bead blasted
 Low beam current – problem persists

Low beam current problem 3
 Discounted the source
 So what next?
 Removed source accelerator section
and cleaned ceramic and the rings
inside and out with a light bead blast
 Bead blasted the aperture disk in front
of the slits
 Rotated the slit jaws through 90 deg to
give flat edges
 Reassembled all of the above
 and
 Low beam current – problem persists!
 Nothing now left to check or change in
the source
 Attention now changed to after the 90
deg magnet

After the 90 deg magnet
•
•
•

the tank accelerator tube
was let up to nitrogen
the BPM near FC1 was
removed
the slit jaws and BPM
aperture disk were
replaced

Solving the puzzle
 flanges at the ends of the
magnet tubes were removed
 and a quick look up the
magnet tube towards the
source revealed….
 flakes!

the flakes moved when the
magnet was turned on

Removing the flakes
source

beam path

magnet
target

 the flakes were removed by
vacuuming with a length of plastic
hose taped to the vacuum head
 a piece of ¼ inch semi soft Cu tube
was attached to ¼ inch nylon nitrogen
line and manipulated around the four
surfaces of the bent tube magnet
section where a large quantity of
flakes were removed by scraping and
blowing
 this process was repeated five times,
until there were no more flakes being
sucked by the vacuum cleaner
 everything was reassembled and

 eureka!!
 the beam current was now back to
normal.

Analysis of the flakes
 The diagram shows an
EDX analysis of one of the
flakes showing the major
peaks as stainless steel
with peaks from deposited
ion beam materials.
 There was variation
among samples but the
main peaks remained.
 This was the first time that
the magnet tube sections
had been cleaned in the 16
years of implanter
operation.
Thanks to David Weisser and Rob Elliman for their assistance.

HE Implanter tank opening
September 2006

• Reason – unstable above 1.3 MV (5SDH-4 is a 1.7MV accelerator) and
there was a glow visible on inductor 2 looking through the tank window
• It was an appropriate training exercise for new accelerator personnel

Observations - tank

Observations - accelerator

The tank cleaning team

Pelletron Charging

Courtesy NEC webpage

Pelletron chains are made of metal pellets connected by insulating nylon links and are charged by an induction scheme. For
a positive terminal Pelletron, the negatively-charged inductor electrode pushes electrons off the pellets while they are in
contact with the grounded drive pulley. Since the pellets are still inside the inductor field as they leave the pulley, they retain
a net positive charge. The chain then transports this charge to the high-voltage terminal, where the reverse process occurs.
When it reaches the terminal, the chain passes through a negatively-biased suppressor electrode which prevents arcing as
the pellets make contact with the terminal pulley. As the pellets leave the suppressor, charge flows smoothly onto the
terminal pulley, giving the terminal a net positive charge.

Terminal problems

• Chains #2 and #3 (the inner ones)

had visible runout and the pellet
surface was rough indicating
sparking damage – they were also
dirtier than the outer chains
• The edges were sharp from wear
and this would have produced a lot
of the black dust

How far do we go?

Chain layout

Chain motor 2
#4
#3
Terminal end

Tank flange

#2
#1
Chain motor 1

View from above

Measurements
Pelletron chain pulley wheels - observed runout
Chain

Terminal

Motor

#4

0.011 in

0.28 mm

0.003 in

0.08 mm

#3

0.038 in

0.97 mm

0.002 in

0.05 mm

#2

0.035 in

0.89 mm

0.003 in

0.08 mm

#1

0.007 in

0.18 mm

0.003 in

0.08 mm

Terminal tyres - measured diameters
Motor

Chain

Diameter

Ref

Diff

Chain Hrs

2

#4

301.68

304.8

-3.12 mm

2

#3

298.14

304.8

-6.66 mm

1

#2

299.38

304.8

-5.42 mm

40382.1

1

#1

302.34

304.8

-2.46 mm

*

46737.0

Decision time

 Get quote from NEC for new chains and tyres
 Do we re-assemble as is and replace tyres and chains
at next tank opening?
 or
 Do we re-machine tyres and re-assemble with existing
chains?
 We went for the latter

Re-machining conductive carbon tyres

All four terminal wheels were re-machined to the same diameter with a radius tool and
the square central groove was recut and the edges squared away.
The re-measured pitch diameter is now 295 mm (3.3% less than 304.8 mm)

Dismantled terminal components

Chains

#4

#3

#1

#2

Diff 10.1 mm
Diff 0.95 mm

 Chains #1 and #2 were split at
mid length to make them equal
in length (4.5 m)
 Chains #3 and #4 were left as is
 The outside of the pellets and
the lips were cleaned by the
chain gang

Terminal components

Motor end

Resistor check

 LE end ok
 HE end breakdown at 10 kV
 Spark damage to #6-32 captive nut,
screw and wire
 Replaced with a strip joiner

Re-assembly of terminal components

Running chains in air

Column

Chain 1

Chain 2

Vacuum

Vacuum

Power
kV

Current
uA

Current
uA

Current
uA

Terminal
MV

Injector

Post Acc

0

10

12

10

0.244

6.2 E-8

4.4 E-8

2

25

30

20

0.580

6.2 E-8

4.4 E-8

4

35

45

40

0.804

6.2 E-8

4.4 E-8

6

44

60

55

1.000

6.2 E-8

4.4 E-8

8

54

75

70

1.198

6.2 E-8

4.4 E-8

10

66

90

90

1.441

7.0 E-8

4.4 E-8

11

72

100

95

1.562

7.6 E-8

4.6 E-8

Final cleanup

Tank closure and conditioning



Putting the accelerator back in the
tank



Reconnecting the vacuum flanges



Re-establishing vacuum



Refilling with SF6



Tube conditioning

Special thanks to
Howard Wallace, Tom Kitchen
David Weisser
John Bockwinkel, Alan Cooper
and
the EME student cleaning team

Thank you for your attention!
Any questions?

14UD CHAIN PULLEYS
Howard Wallace
Australian National University
Canberra, Australia
(No abstract for this talk)
Questions: {no audio from presenter}
Roland Symanski (University of Melbourne): You couldn't feel a difference in the feel of the texture of
that chain?
David Wiesser (Australian National University): I would just like to comment about putting shim stock
on wheels and why there isn't shim stock on small machines. The typical charging currents for the large
accelerators is about 120 microamps per chain and we typically run under that. I think that we run
eighty at the most. This means that the electric fields between the inductors and the wheels is relatively
modest. In the 5SDH, built to run at 175 microamps per chain, and so the spacing is very much smaller
between the inductors and the edges of the wheels and you couldn't run those currents because the high
voltage would break down to the shim stock. That's why NEC went to the shim-stock-less version for
the small machines that have to run at very high currents.
Martha Meigs (Oak Ridge National Laboratory): Is the problem the rough chain or was it the pulley or
a combination of both? ...old pulleys are the blue nylon ... so if I put in my new chains, I can expect to
have this..
Greg Norton (NEC): The last new chain you put in, that's the one you sent back and that we returned to
you, that's correct? OK, it was not and identical chain, we took out a lot of links and replaced them. I
think if you hold off and let me start my talk, I'll tell you what is going on.
Weisser: But even that returned chain that had the worst links removed, when we ran it with the old
nylon pulleys for a short test, it was still producing dust. The repair, alltought welcome, wasn't
sufficient so the marriage is really between the new NEC pulleys and and the new chains. They are
compatible now.
End of Questions

A.N.U`s 14 UD Accelerator

Pulley Wear Problems
And how assumptions can be dangerous, especially
when you only have one !

How
ANU newest chain # 1 created
problems !

Tank crew
David Weisser
36 Years
 Allan Cooper
34 Years
 Howard Wallace
32 years
 Alistair Muirhead
27 years
 Justin Heighway
15 Years
 Tom Kitchen
3 Months
 144 years and 3 months experience !!!!!!


Chain #1 History
NEC chains have proved to be robust and
long lived
 60,000 hours and still going strong
 Pre-emptive replacement due to rivet hole
wear and spark damage
 Installed new chain in 8/03
 Tank opening due to charging instability on
chain #1 in 11/03
 Breakdown products !!!!!


Diagnosis ?
Simple !
SWEET !!!! As my kids would say.

Next opening in

11/03

Same again. Though not as bad
Diagnosis ?

Next opening in

11/04

Asymmetric wear on drive pulley.
Time to really work this one out !!!!!!

Replaced worn blue wheel with old self conducting.
New shim stock

Next opening

2/05

GGEEEEEEEEZZZZZ
More breakdown products.

THE PENNY DROPS !!!!

Removed contact band

Feb 2005 TOR 98

Unused
black
tyre
Particulates
between contact
band and tyre

Black tyre
used for only
a few hours
shows
excessive
wear - 38μA
self-charge

Comparative chain inspections done under a
microscope.
Surface finish texture coarser than 1980`s chains.
Chain installed into position #3 and run for 80
hours.
Dust evident !!!!
Old 56K-hour chain #1 re-installed and new chain
returned to NEC

Feb 2005 TOR 99

Next opening 6/05
Optimistically cautious entry.
No dust from old faithful !
New chain #1 had returned from NEC, Not installed as tank crew were
over the cleaning, and a little gun shy.
New NEC Pulleys now available and ordered

Next opening 12/05
Old #1 removed and replaced with new #1.
Run overnight and produced dust on old pulleys.
New conductive wheels installed and run,
Happily no dust evident at last opening !!!!!

History of new chain #1









Installed
Excessive wear
1,175 hrs
“
4,845 hrs
“
4,950 hrs
Removed
5,219 hrs
Old #1 installed
New NEC pulley installed
Checked OK
58,006 hrs

8/03
11/03
11/04
1/05
2/05

TOR 94
TOR 95
TOR 96
TOR 97
TOR 99

12/05 TOR 100

Finally

Our Tank Crew happiness
Equals,
The difference between our expectations
and our abilities.

THE LATEST AND GREATEST NEC CHAINS SYSTEMS
Greg Norton
National Electrostatics Corporation
Middleton Wisconsin, U.S.A.

(No abstract for this talk)

Questions:
Roland Symanski (University of Melbourne): The improved emittance that you got from the source, is
that because of the immersion lens or the redesigned extractor lens that David designed?
Norton: From what I have heard, it is a combination of all three. Mark tried a spherical lens when he
was at Georgia, and it helped a little but then you had the standard caesium focus geometry and the
cathode wasn't in the proper place to accommodate the spherical ionizer. Now the spacing is correct
and the lens and geometry is correct.
Jan Klug (Ruhr- Universität Bochum): How many hours can you run with one cathode?
Norton: This is used primarily with AMS and depends on what your objectives are. If you have modern
carbon, 2 to 3 per mil, you can run a full day, and by a full day, I mean 24 hours.
(Question inaudible)
Norton: For AMS it depends on when you reach precision. For modern carbon you can do it fairly
quickly. For a very old sample, you will run quite a few hours.
Mark Roberts (Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution): On the time thing, it depends on your current.
At 150 microamps, John is running those samples for between one and two hours before exhaustion. If
you run the canonical 30 microamps you can get six to eight hours. The second thing I would like to
comment on is the emittance that you show on your first slide. I take a little exception to your numbers.
For AMS it is very important that we get almost 100%, every single ion, through the system. At 40 pimm at 50 kV which is a number we have measured, we can just barely get it through the low-energy
magnet. So it is never really fair to quote an 80 or 90% emittance number.
Norton: The only reason we use that number is that it is the number we would use to design a system.
The beam is columnated to 5 pi-mm.
Roberts: Are you going to stay with same size sample holders in the new system? John Southon has
modified the sample wheel so that the sample holders are about one quarter inch in diameter. They are
front loaded, not rear loaded. They are a lot easier to handle and use, but it required a redesign of the
sample wheel.

Norton: We use the same size sample holders. John has a forty position wheel with that size cathode
and we have a twenty position wheel when the source is used multi-purpose. A few people have bought
this source to run everything under the sun and not open the source for a long, long time.
???? (ANSTO): What is the voltage on the cathode?
Norton: The cathode voltage is nine to ten kV.
(????):What does “20% efficient” mean?
Norton: That is the number that John Southon reported when you use up all the cathode. Twenty
percent of the material goes into the beam.
David Weisser (ANU): I would like to comment on the improvements in the Southon design. I think
that one of the the major improvements is being able to the cathode at nine or ten kV. In the original
geometry, you couldn't run at nine or ten kV and the sputtering rate goes up as the two-thirds power. So
a lot of the improvement is due to the additional cathode voltage. We typically run at five kV and that
is mainly because we don't have the clearances to run higher.
Roberts: John Southon has also made a lot of other changes. Primarily, John has dramatically increased
the pumping speed back into the ion source. He has completely rebuilt the high voltage tube section
and has almost doubled the pumping speed from there back. He has rebuild the extraction section and
the einzel lens section all for increased pumping speed and he is firmly convinced that has increased his
current as much as anything.
Norton: A lot of the things he has done, we had already did a couple of years back, so our pumping
impedance is comparable to what he has done.
End of questions.

Pelletron Chain Changes
•

Side Contact Bands
– Problem: production of very small metal fibers
– Solution: Remove and use conductive rims

•

Plating
– Chrome

Nickel

– Hopes: Less Wear (smoother)
allow contact band usage
– Concerns: Plating wear
– Present: One chain in use at Hope College 5SDH (since June, 2004)
Second chain: Belfast 500kV tandem Pelletron

Ni

Rough edge
Cr
(rejected)

Seam
Cr
(rejected)

Pelletron Chains In Use
September, 1965

October, 2006

About 270

Source

40 MC-SNICS
Southon Modifications
CAARI 2006 August 20-25, 2006
John Southon: injects ~150 CUC-Irvine
all beam within 1mm
can use complete sample (20% efficiency)
40 samples, 2-3 per mil; >24 hours
Baoxi Han:
NOSAMS

calculations
emittance 40π mm mr at 55 keV
(most beam within 10π mm mr)
2.34π mm mr MeV1/2

Support rails

40 Sample Multi Cathode SNICS Southon Mods

Extractor Lens modification
Vacuum Cs feed Line
Cs diverter
Spherical Ionizer: No Cs focus lens
No Cs line heater

Significant Increase in C- over C2-

Multi Cathode
SNICS

Liquid cooling (LOBS)
(valve o-ring)
forward

indexer

40 Sample
(solid)

reverse
home indexer

pumpout
slide

gauge
4” valve control

Multi Cathode
SNICS

Valve O-Ring
cooling
cathode

Immersion lens
(at Vc)

40 Sample
(solid)
Cs diffuser
Spherical ionizer

O-Ring cooling
Vacuum insulated
Pumpout

Cs oven Mini CF
5gram Ampule
(inside)

Pumpout valve

slide
gauge
4” valve control

Multi Cathode SNICS

Immersion lens
(at Vc)

40 Sample (solid)

cathode

Cs diffuser
Spherical
ionizer

